Formal models of games help us account for and predict behavior, leading to more robust and innovative designs. While the games research community has proposed many formalisms for both the "game half" (game models, game description languages) and the "human half" (player modeling) of a game experience, li le a ention has been paid to the interface between the two, particularly where it concerns the player expressing her intent toward the game. We describe an analytical and computational toolbox based on programming language theory to examine the phenomenon si ing between control schemes and game rules, which we identify as a distinct player intent language for each game.
INTRODUCTION
To study how players interact with games, we examine both the rules of the underlying system and the choices made by the player. e eld of player modeling has identi ed the value in constructing models of player cognition: while a game as a self-contained entity can allow us to learn about its mechanics and properties as a formal system, we cannot understand the dynamics of that system unless we also account for the human half of the equation. Meanwhile, Crawford [6] identi es the necessity of looking at the complete information loop created between a player and a digital game, de ning interactivity in games as their ability to carry out a conversation with a player, including listening, processing, and responding, identifying the importance of all three to the overall experience.
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e interface is where the player and game meet, the mapping between the embodied reactions of the player and the manipulation of game entities. It refers to both how the player interacts with the game and how the game communicates to the player. e rst part, how the player interacts with the game, is called the input, which is further subdivided into input device and input method. Input devices are hardware controllers (mice, keyboards, joysticks, etc.) and input methods start to brush the surface of something more semantic: they include choices about locus of manipulation (which game entities can the player control?) and direct versus indirect action, such as selecting an action from a menu of options (indirect) versus pressing an arrow key to move an avatar (direct).
However, any close look at interactive ction, recent mobile games, or rhythm games (just to name a few examples) will reveal that design choices for input methods have much more variety and possibility than these two dimensions. In this paper, we propose a framework to support analyzing and exploring that design space.
Our rst step is to re ne input methods to input languages: we are ultimately asking, how can a player communicate their intent, and how does a digital game recognize this intent? So, in linguistic terms, the "phonemes" of such a language are hardware controls such as bu on presses and joystick movement. en, the syntax and semantics are de ned by each game individually, depending on what meaning they give to each control input. is language de nes the verbs of the game, which may include moving, selecting inventory items, examining world items, applying or using items, entering rooms, and combat actions. (Note that such a language is also distinct from a game's mechanics: mechanics include system behavior which is out of the player's control, such as falling with gravity, non-player character actions, and other autonomous behavior.) is language is both a orded by the game designer-she must communicate to players which verbs are available-and constrained by her-she may declare certain expressions invalid.
Since the constraints on such a language are wholly determined by a piece of so ware (the game interface), we argue that it has more in common with a programming language 1 (PL) than a natural language. Accordingly, each game in some sense de nes its own programming language. In a slogan, we could term this project games as programming languages. Speci cally, we propose player intent languages as a PL-inspired framework for designing playergame interfaces.
is analogy opens up a whole eld of methodology to try applying to games. e PL research community has a long and deep history of assigning mathematically formal semantics to languages and analyzing those semantics. As games researchers become more interested in the emergent consequences of the systems they assemble, the tools of PL theory have a lot to o er. For example, PL theory provides an account of compositionality, i.e. how fragments of expression t together to form higher-level meanings. In games, this translates into being able to understand player skills or strategies as compositions of player actions, which we demonstrate in this paper by using a formalized input language as a kind of "player AI scripting language. " Furthermore, by considering a player's language of expression as an object of study in its own right, we center them as a co-designer of the experience a orded by a game. When we treat a player's interactions as not simply an arbitrary sequence of bu on presses that advances and reveals the designer's intent, but instead as its own distinct voice that a game system must listen and respond to, we enable the player to co-create with the system, potentially developing deeper systems understanding and emotional investment.
In this paper, we propose player intent languages, a programming languages-based approach to designing player-game interfaces as formal objects. In the remainder of the paper, we tour this approach through concrete examples. Speci cally, we consider a simple game design space and make points in this space precise by introducing the components of a programming language: abstract syntax (Section 4), type system (Section 6), and operational semantics (Section 5). For each, we give a corresponding concept in the game world. By grounding these game concepts in analogous programming language concepts, we gain powerful PL reasoning tools and design methodologies to bene t the game design process.
We demonstrate the payo of this line of thought by extending the metaphor with play traces as straight-line programs (Section 7), and player skills as general programs (e.g., programs with parameters, branching and looping) (Section 8).
ese structures give semantic logs and general strategies, respectively, for accomplishing a task in the game world. e framework of player intention languages gives rise to further research directions, which we brie y outline and discuss before concluding (Sections 9 and 10).
RELATED WORK
Cardona-Rivera and Young [4] detailed a conceptual framework following the slogan games as conversation, grounding the communicative strategies of games in cognitive science for human-tohuman conversational understanding, such as Grice's maxims [9] .
ey o er a linguistic and semiotic approach to understanding how a game communicates a ordances (possibilities for action) to a player. For an account of the game's half of the equation, which includes the visual, textual, and audio feedback mechanisms intended to be processed by the player, this application of linguistics, psychology, and design seems appropriate, much like the study of cinematic language for lm. On the other hand, we argue that a PL approach be er supports understanding of the player-to-game direction, since the language the player speaks toward a digital game is formal and unambiguous.
Researchers have previously recognized the value in formalizing interaction vocabularies, realizing certain interaction conventions as a single "video game description language" [7] whose implementation as VGDL [18] has been used in game AI research. We suggest instead that the design space of player languages is as varied as the design space of programming languages and herein give an account of what it would mean to treat each language individually. Our project suggests that an appropriately expressive computational framework analogous to VGDL should be one that can accommodate the encoding of many such languages, rather than provide a single language in which to describe all games.
Any investigation into formalizing actions within an interactive system shares ideas with "action languages" in AI extending as far back as McCarthy's situation calculus [13] and including planning languages and process calculi. ese systems have been studied in the context of game design, e.g. the Ludocore system [19] ; however, AI researchers are mainly interested in these formalisms as internal representations for intelligent systems and the extent to which they support reasoning. Conversely, we are interested their potential to support player expression and facilitate human-computer conversation.
Some theoretical and experimental investigations have been carried out about di erences between game interfaces along speci c axes, such as whether the interface is "integrated" (or one might say diagetic), versus extrinsic to the game world in the form of menus and bu ons [11, 12] . ese investigations suggest an interest in more detailed and formal ontologies of game interfaces, which our work aims to provide.
From the PL research side, we note existing e orts to apply PL methodology to user interfaces, speci cally in the case of program editors. Hazelnut is a formal model of a program editor that enforces that every edit state is meaningful (it consists of a well-de ned syntax tree, with a well-de ned type) [14] . Its type system and editing semantics permit partial programs, which contain missing pieces and well-marked type inconsistencies. Speci cally, Hazelnut proposes a editing language, which de nes how a cursor moves and edits the syntax tree; the planned bene ts of this model range from be er editing assistance, the potential to be er automate systematic edits, and further context-aware assistance and automation based on statistical analysis of (semantically-rich) corpora of recorded past edits, which consist of traces from this language [15] . Likewise, in the context of game design, we expect similar bene ts from the lens of language design.
A FRAMEWORK FOR PLAYER INTENT LANGUAGES
In the formal study of a programming langugage, one may de ne a language in three parts: syntax, type system, and operational semantics.
• e syntax is wri en in the form of a (usually) context-free grammar describing the allowable expressions. One sometimes distinguishes between concrete syntax, the literal program tokens that the programmer strings together in the act of programming, and abstract syntax, the normalized "syntax tree" structures that ultimately get interpreted.
• An operational semantics de nes how runnable programs (e.g. a function applied to an argument) reduce to values. is part of the de nition describes how actual computation takes place when programs in the language are run. It is important to note that the operational semantics need not re ect the actual implementation of the language, nor is it speci c to a "compiled" versus "interpreted" understanding of the language: it is simply a mathematical speci cation for how any compiler or interpreter for the language should behave.
• A type system further re nes the set of syntactically valid expressions into a set of meaningful expressions, and provides a mapping between an expression and an approximation of its meaning. in conjunction with the operational semantics to have the property that every expression assigned a meaning by the type system should have a well-de ned runtime behavior. In practice, however, type systems can only approximate this correspondence. Some err on the more permissive side-e.g. C's type system will permit invalid memory accesses with no language-de ned behavior-and some err on the more restrictive side, e.g. Haskell's type system does not permit any untracked side-e ects, at the expense of easily authoring e.g. le input/output (without rst learning the details of the type system). Providing a formal language de nition in programming languages research has several purposes. One is that it enables researchers to explore and prove formal properties of their language, such as well-typed programs don't go wrong, or in a language for concurrency, a property like deadlock freedom. However, an even more crucial advantage of a language speci cation is not mathematical rigor but human capacity to do science. A language de nition is a speci cation, similar to an application programmer interface (API) or an IEEE standard: it describes an unambiguous interface to the language along an abstraction boundary that other human beings may access, understand, and implement, without knowing the internals of a language implementation. It is a necessary component of reproducibility of research, and it allows researchers to build on each other's work. We believe that an embrace of formal speci cation in games research can play a similarly important function.
Having provided loose de nitions of these terms, we now wish to draw out the analogy between a language speci cation and a game speci cation. To treat a game in this manner, we wish to consider player a ordances and actions, as well as their behavior (mechanics) in the context of the game's running environment. We summarize the components of this correspondence in Table 1 .
We will use as a running example a minimal virtual environment with two player actions: (1) movement through a discrete set of rooms in a pre-de ned map (move); (2) acquiring objects placed in those rooms to store in a player inventory (take). We consider ve (somewhat aribitrary) possibilities in the design space of interfaces for such a game, summarized visually in Figure 2 :
• Point-and-Click: A rst-person viewpoint interface where the meaning of each click is de ned based on the region the cursor falls in. Clicking near any of the four screen edges moves in that direction; clicking on a sprite representing an item takes it. • Bird's-Eye: A top-down viewpoint interface where the player can see multiple rooms at once, and can click on rooms and objects that are far away, but those clicks only do something to objects in the same room or adjacent rooms.
• WASD+: A keyboard or controller-based interface with directional bu ons (e.g. arrow keys or WASD) move an avatar in the correspondingi direction, and a separate key or bu on expresses the take action, which takes any object in the same room. ( is interface may be used for either of the two views described above.) • Command-Line: e player interacts by typing free-form text, which is then parsed into commands, such as take lamp and move north.
• Hypertext: A choice-based interface where all available options are enumerated as textual links from which the player chooses.
In the following sections, we will consider these possibilities in light of design choices relevant to the speci ed aspect of PL design.
PLAYER INTENT AS SYNTAX
e syntax of a game is its space of recognized player intentions. Note that intention is di erent from action in the sense that we don't necessarily expect each well-formed intention to change anything about the game state: a player can intend to move north, but if there is no room to the north of the player when she expresses this intent, no change to the game's internal state will occur. Nonetheless, depending on the design goals of the game, we may wish to recognize this as a valid intent so that the game may respond in some useful way (e.g. with feedback that the player cannot move in that direction).
In our example game, the choice of syntax answers questions such as: can the player click anywhere, or only in regions that have meaning? Can the player type arbitrary commands, or should we provide a menu or auto-complete text so as to prevent the player from entering meaningless commands? In PL, we can formalize these decisions by describing an abstract syntax for our language, which is typically assumed to be context-free and thus speci ed as a Bachus-Naur Form (BNF) grammar. Our examples below follow the interfaces shown visually in Figure 2 .
WASD+ Interface: One way of writing the BNF for the WASD+ interface is: direction ::= north | south | east | west intent ::= move direction | collect e hardware interface maps onto this syntax quite directly: each arrow key maps onto a move action in the corresponding direction, and the speci ed other key maps onto collect.
Bird's Eye View Mouse Interface: On the other hand, a clickingbased interface to a top-down map could enable the player to click on any room on the map and any item within a room. is syntax would look like:
Note that this syntax, compared to that for WASD+, describes a larger set of possible u erances, even though it has the exact same set of permi ed game behaviors (a player may only move into adjacent rooms and take items that share a room with them). Command Line Interface: e command-line interface would have an even larger space of expressible u erances if we consider all typed strings of characters to be valid expressions, but that syntax is too low-level for linguistic considerations. Supposing we interpose a parsing layer between arbitrary typed strings and syntactically-well-formed commands, we can de ne the abstract syntax as follows (where direction and item are assumed to be de ned as they were in the previous examples):
Assuming the player "knows the language," i.e. knows that move and take are valid commands, and in fact the only valid commands, and assuming that she knows how to map the visual a ordances (e.g. image of the ask) to the typed noun (e.g. flask), the experience a orded by this interface is quite similar to the WASD+ interface.
e main di erence is that the player must specify an argument to the take command, asking the player to formulate a more complete (and unambiguous) intent by actually naming the object she wishes to take.
Hypertext interface: Finally, we consider the intent language for the hypertext interface. is is one of the most di cult interfaces to formulate in linguistic terms, because it either requires that we formalize link selection in an acontextual way (e.g. as a numeric index into a list of options of unknown size) or that we formulate each link from each page as its own separate command, each of which has meaning in only one speci c game context (namely, when the player is on the page containing that link). e former feels like a more general formulation of hypertext that is not relevant to any particular game, and since we are aiming to provide a correspondence between speci c games and languages, we opt for the la er: Some hypertext authors put a lot of e ort into sca olding the choicebased experience with a richer language, e.g. by repeating the same set of commands that behave in consistent ways across di erent pages, or by creating menu-like interfaces where text cycles between options on an otherwise static page. In this way, hypertext as a medium might be said as providing a platform for designers to create their own interface conventions, rather than relying on a set of pre-established ones; by the same token, hypertext games created by inexperienced interface (or language) designers may feel to players like being asked to speak a foreign language for each new game. Additive and subtractive properties of syntax By now we are able to observe that, just like the rest of a game's rules, its syntax has both additive and subtractive properties. It provides the menu of options for which hardware interactions are relevant, i.e. likely to result in meaningful interaction with the game system, but it also establishes which u erances within that set are disallowed, or ill-formed-e.g. that it is not meaningful to say "take" without providing an object to the command, or that "take north" is ill-formed. Correspondingly, an important decision that impacts game design is (a) how discoverable the additive a ordances are (e.g. can the player determine that "examine" is a meaningful verb without already possessing literacy in the game's genre?) and (b) the extent to which the user interface makes meaningless expressions impossible to form. For example, in a hypertext interface, all links lead somewhere-so every intent the player can form, i.e. clicking a link on the page, will get a valid response from the game, whereas "take fnord" typed at a command-line interface may be recognized by the parser, but meaningless to a game where "fnord" is not a noun. Decisions about these two (related) dimensions will determine the extent to which learning the language, an exploratory but sometimes frustrating process, is a central challenge of the game.
GAME MECHANICS AS OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS
Consider the right-hand-side of Figure 1 : e game parses and interprets an unambiguous syntax of player intent, which either advances the game state (as shown in the gure), or the game state cannot advance as the player intended, which the game somehow signals to the player (not shown).
We model a response to the move-take player intent with the following BNF de nition, of resp: resp ::= success | failure Figure 1 shows the case where the player intent of "take ask" (formally, the syntax "take") leads to the game world performing this intent as a successful action, and responding accordingly with "Taken. " Formally, we model this resp as "success, " as de ned above. Likewise, if the ask cannot be taken (e.g., the ask is not near the player, or is already in the player's possession, etc.), the game responds with failure.
As with the player's intent, which may exist as both raw input and as formal syntax, each formal response can be conveyed as raw output in a variety of ways (e.g., as textual words, pictures, or sounds). In real games there are o en two two levels of game-toplayer feedback: Feedback through the game world, and feedback outside the game world (e.g., a pop-up message with an error, guidance or advice). For simplicity, move-take gives feedback outside of the game state, e.g., as pop-up messages.
To capture the formal relationship between player intent as syntax, and game response as syntax, we introduce a four-place game-step relation:
is relation formalizes the dynamic behavior of the right-handside of Figure 1 . It consists of four parts: An initial game state G 1 , a player intent intent, a resulting game state G 2 and a game response resp.
As is standard in PL formalisms, we give the rules that de ne this relation as inductive inference rules, which can each be read as a logical inference. at is, given evidence for the premises on the top of the rule, we may conclude the bo om of the rule. For instance, here are two example rules:
G not playerNear flask G; take −→ G; failure e rst rule formalizes the case shown in the RHS of Figure 1 . e second rule formalizes the opposite outcome, where the ask cannot be taken. Notably, the rst rule has two premises: To be taken by the player, it su ces to show that in the current game state G 1 , the ask is near the player ( rst premise), and that there exists an advanced game state G 2 that results from the player taking this ask (second premise). In the second rule, there is only one game state G, since the ask cannot be taken and consequently, the game state does not change.
Like the syntax of player intent and game responses, these rules are also unambiguous. Consequently, we view these rules as a mathematical de nition with an associated strategy for constructing formal (and informal) proofs about the game mechanics.
For instance, we can formally state and a empt to prove that for all player intents intent and game worlds, G 1 , there exists a corresponding game world G 2 and game response resp. at is, the statement of the following conjecture:
Using standard PL techniques, the proof of this conjecture gives rise to an abstract algorithm that implements the game mechanics by analyzing each possible case for the current game-state and player intent. Indeed, this is precisely the reasoning required to show that an implementation of the game is complete (i.e., there exists no state and input that will lead the game into an unde ned situation).
Reasoning about this completeness involves reasoning about when each rule is applicable. For instance, the rule for a successful player intent of take requires two premises: G 1 playerNear flask and playerTake(G 1 , flask) ≡ G 2 . e rst is a logical judgment about the game world involving the proposition playerNear flask, which may or may not be true, but which is computable. e second is a semantic function that transforms a game state into one where the player takes a given object; in general, this function may be undened, e.g., if the arguments do not meet the function's pre-conditions. For instance, a precondition of the function playerTake(−, −) may be that the object is not already in the possession of the player. In this case, to show that the game mechanics do not "get stuck", we must show that playerNear flask implies that the player does not already posses the ask. (Otherwise, we should add another rule to handle the case that the player intends to take the ask but already possesses it). e design process for programming language semantics o en consists of trying to write examples and prove theorems, and failing; these experiences inform systematic revisions to the language de nition.
In the next section, we re ne intents and semantics further by introducing the notion of a context.
CONTEXTUAL INTERFACES AS TYPE SYSTEMS
Decisions about interface syntax can, to some extent, limit or expand the player's ability to form intents that will be met with failure, such as moving through a wall or taking an object that does not exist. But sometimes, whether an u erance is meaningful or not will depend on the runtime game state, and can be considered a distinct question from whether it is well-formed. For example, whether or not we can take ask depends on whether the ask is present, but if the ask is an object somewhere in the game, we must treat this command as well-formed syntax and relegate its failure to integrate with the runtime game environment to the mechanics (operational semantics). However, some user interfaces nonetheless restrict the set of recognized u erances in a way that depends on current game state. Consider a point-and-click interface that changes the shape of the cursor to a hand whenever it hovers over an interactable object, and only recognizes clicks when it is in this state. Alternatively, consider the hypertext interface, which only recognizes clicks on links made available in the current page. Providing the player with only the option of saying those u erances that "make sense" in this regard corresponds to a strong static type system for a programming language.
Type systems are typically formalized be de ning a relation between expressions e and contexts Γ. Contexts are sets of speci c circumstances in which an expression is valid, or well-typed. Usually, these circumstances have to do with variables in the program. For example, the program expression x + 3 is only well-typed if x is a number. "x is a number" is an example of a fact that would be contained in the context. Its well-typedness could be represented as x:num x + 3 ok.
In the move-take game, we can include aspects of game state in our context, such as the location of the player and the adjacency mapping between rooms in the world. An example of a typing rule we might include to codify the "only present things are takeable" rule would be:
We then need to de ne a relation between concrete game states G and abstract conditions on those states, Γ. We might write this relation G : Γ. A er such rules are codi ed, we can re ne the "game completeness" conjecture to handle only those u erances that are well-typed:
is is nearly what we want to know about our game mechanics. However, we want to apply this reasoning iteratively as the game progresses, so that we reason next about the player intention that leads from game state G 2 to another possibly di erent game state G 3 ; but what context for player intent describes state G 2 ?
For this reasoning to work, we generally need to update the original context Γ, possibly changing its assumptions, and creating Γ . We write Γ ⊆ Γ to mean that Γ succeeds Γ in a well-de ned way. Given that state G 1 and intent agree about the context of assumptions Γ, we wish to show that there exists a successor context Γ that agrees with the new game state G 2 :
is statement closely matches the usual statement of progress for programming languages with sound type systems. In a typical account of an imperative programming language, we introduce a sequencing operator ; where, if c 1 and c 2 are commands in the language, then c 1 ; c 2 is also a command.
PLAY TRACES AS STRAIGHT-LINE PROGRAMS
e operational semantics of such a command involves the composition of transformations on states σ :
However, interactive so ware makes this account more complicated by introducing the program response as a component. Instead of issuing arbitrary commands in sequence, the player may wait for a response or process responses in parallel with their decisions. In this respect, a player's "programming" activity more closely resembles something like live-coding than traditional program authoring. Execution of code happens alongside its authorship, interleaving the two activities. If we consider a round-trip through the game loop a er each individual command issued, then what we arrive at is a notion of program that resembles a play trace: a log of player actions and game responses during a play session, e.g. PLAYER: go north / GAME: failure / PLAYER: take ask / GAME: success / PLAYER: go south / GAME: success Depending on the richness of our internal mechanics model, this play trace may contain useful information about changes in internal state related to the preconditions and e ects of player actions. But the main important thing to note is that, despite the informal syntax used to present them here, these traces do not consist of strings of text entered directly by the player or added as log information by the game programmer-they are structured terms with abstract syntax that may be treated to the same formal techniques of interpretation and analysis as any program. And this syntax is at a high level of game-relevant interactions, not at the level of hardware inputs and engine code.
Researchers in academia and the games industry alike have recently been increasingly interested in play trace data for the sake of analytics, such as understanding how their players are interacting with di erent components of the game and responding to this information with updates that support player interest [8] . For the most part, this trace data is collected through telemetry or other indirect means, like game variable monitoring, a er which it must be analyzed for meaning [3] . More recently, systems of structured trace terms that may be analyzed with logical queries have been proposed [16] , identifying as a bene t an ability to support automated testing at the level of design intents. Our PL analogy supports this line of inquiry and warrants further comparison and collaboration.
PLAYER SKILLS AS GENERAL PROGRAMS
While considering "straight-line" traces may have some utility in player analytics, a more exciting prospect for formalizing game interactions as program constructs is the possibility of encoding parameterized sequences of actions that may carry out complex tasks. A er all, games with rich player action languages a ord modes of exploratory and creative play: consider item cra ing in Minecra [17] , puzzle solving in Zork [2] , or creating sustainable autonomous systems like a supply chain in Factorio [20] , a farm in Stardew Valley [1] , or a transit system in Mini Metro [5] . Each of these activities asks the player to understand a complex system and construct multi-step sequences of actions to accomplish speci c tasks. From the player's perspective, these plans are constructed from higher-level activities, such as growing a crop or constructing a new tool, which themselves are constructed from the lower level game intent language. A language, as we have formalized it, gives us the atomic pieces from which we can construct these sequences, like Lego bricks can be used to construct recon gurable components of a house or spaceship. Compositionality in language design is the principle that we may understand the meaning and behavior of compound structures (e.g. sequences) in terms of the meaning and behavior of each of its pieces (e.g. actions), together with the meaning of how they are combined (e.g. carried out one a er the other, or in parallel). In this section, we describe how we might make sense of player skills in terms of programs wri en in a more complex version of the player language.
Such programs might be integrated into a game's mechanics so that a player explicitly writes such programs, as in the BOTS game, an interactive programming tutor that asks players to write small imperative programs that direct an avatar within a virtual world [10] (see Figure 3) , or Cube Composer 2 , in which players write functional programs to solve puzzles. However, for now, we primarily intend this account of player skills as a conceptual tool.
Example: Stardew Valley
Our initial {move, take} example is too simple to cra really compelling examples of complex programs, so here we examine Stardew Valley and its game language for the sake of considering player skills. In Stardew Valley, the player has an inventory that permits varied interactions with the world, beginning with a number of tools for farming (axe, hoe, scythe, pickaxe) which do di erent things in contact with the resources in the surrounding environment; most include extracting some resource (wood, stone, ber, and so on), which themselves enter the player's inventory and can be used in further interaction with the game world. e player's avatar is shown on-screen, moved by WASD. ere are also context-sensitive interactions between the player and non-player characters (NPCs), interfaces through which new items may be purchased (shops), and mini-games including shing ( sh may also be sold at high value).
While a full account of the language that this game a ords the player is beyond the scope of this paper, we include a representative sample of the actions and a ordances found in this game that may be used to construct player skills. ese include: directional avatar movement within and between world "rooms," point-andclick actions for selecting items in one's inventory, and interacting with in-room entities.
e player avatar must be near an entity for the player to interact with it. ey can then either apply the currently-selected inventory item to the in-world entity with a le -bu on click, or right-bu on click, which does something based on the entity type, e.g. doors and chests open, characters speak, and collectible items transfer to the player's inventory. We refer to this last action as inquire. We also note that, for the sake of our example, movement towards an entity and movement o screen (towards another room) are the only meaningful and distinct types of movement, which we refer to as move near and move o screen. ese actions yield the following syntax:
We leave the de nition of items and entities abstract, but we could imagine it to simply list all possible items and entities in the world as terminal symbols. From these atomic inputs, we can start to construct higher-level actions performed in the game most frequentlytilling land, planting seeds, conversing with NPCs, and so on. ese blocks of code may be assigned names like functions to be called in many contexts:
action till = select hoe; move_near hard_ground; apply hard_ground action plant = select seeds; move_near tilled_ground; apply tilled_ground action mine = select pickaxe; move_near rock; apply rock action talk = move_near npc; inquire npc action enter_shop = move_near shop; inquire door(shop)
In turn, these larger skill molecules may be combined to accomplish speci c tasks or complete quests.
Branching programs as skills and strategies
Note that we have naively sequenced actions without consideration for the game's response. is approach to describing player skills does not take into account the possbility of a failed a empt, such as a empting to mine when there are no rocks on the current screen. One could simply assign a semantics to these sequences of action that threads failure through the program-if we fail on any action, the whole compound action fails.
However, we can go further with describing robust player skills and strategies if we consider the possibility of handling failure, a common feature of day-to-day programming and indeed of gameplay. Recall our simpli ed game response language consisting of two possibilities, success and failure. We can introduce a case construct into our language to handle each of these possibilities as a distinct branch of the program: action mine = response = select pickaxe; case(response): success => { response = move_near rock; case(response ): success => apply rock; | failure => fail; } | failure => fail; However, to avoid handling failure at every possible action, a be er approach is to explicitly indicate as parameters the world resources that each action needs in order to complete successfully. e overall action de nition for mining, or example, would require as a precondition to the action that a pickaxe is available in the player inventory and a rock is in the same room. e actions for selecting the pickaxe and moving near the rock would depend on these resources, and the game response language could include the resources it guarantees as outputs. en we can write the program using simpler notation that refers to resource dependencies of the appropriate type (using notation resource : type): action mine(p:pickaxe, r:rock) = select p; move_near r; apply r : mineral is notation together with a branching case construct scales to include nondeterminism in the game world, such as the shing minigame in Stardew Valley: the game always eventually tells the player that something is tugging at her line, but some portion of the time it is a sh while the rest of the time it is trash. ese constructs can also account for incomplete player mental models, such as knowing that one must water her seeds repeatedly day a er day in order to grow a crop, but not knowing how many times.
Below, we present a notation that accounts for these aspects of player skills: a do ... recv ... notation indicates a command and then binds the response to a pa ern, or structured set of variables, which can then be case-analyzed. Our rst example is watering a crop until it may be harvested: 
DISCUSSION
Having established a vocabulary of syntax and semantics for player languages, we can now revisit the potential bene ts of this account mentioned in the introduction and discuss them in more detail.
Composing play traces, player skills
One of the major things that a programming language account provides is compositionality: a system for making sense of meaning of a complex artifact in terms of the meaning of its pieces. is comes up in two places for looking at games: Structured play traces. With a formalized game language, the sequence of steps along the transition system described by the operational semantics forms a mathematical artifact that is subject to deeper analysis than what can be gained simply from screen or input device recordings. For example, we can carry out causal analysis, asking "why" queries of trace data, e.g. "Why was the player able to unlock the door before defeating the boss?", as well as ltering traces for desired properties: "Show me a play trace where the player used something other than the torch to light the room. " e recent PlaySpecs project [16] suggests interest in formulating traces this way to support this kind of query.
Player skills as programs. While a play trace may be interpreted as a straight-line program, even more interesting is the idea of latent structure in player actions, such as composing multiple low-level game actions into a higher-level skill, following the cognitive idea of "chunking." We map this idea onto that of functions in the programming language that take arguments, generalizing over state space possibilities (e.g.: the red key opened the red door, so for all colors C, a C key will open a C door). Further reasoning forms like case analysis to handle unpredictable game behavior and repeating an action until a condition holds are also naturally expressed as programming language constructs.
Abstraction boundaries between input and mechanics
Formalizing game interfaces gives us the tools to explore alternative interfaces to the same underlying mechanics, without needing to port game logic between di erent graphical interface frameworks. For example, the interactive ction community has been exploring alternatives to the traditional dichotomy of "parser vs. hypertext" for presenting text-based games and interactive story-worlds. An abstraction boundary between the underlying mechanics, map, and narrative of the world, and the view and input mechanisms used to interact with it, could open the doors to research on user interfaces that support players' mental models of a world conveyed in text.
Enabling co-creative play
Finally, a PL formulation of player actions along with appropriate composition operators (parallel and sequential composition, branching, and passing resource dependencies) provides a "scripting language for free" to the game environment. Such a language can be used to test the game, provided as a game mechanic as in BOTS, or provided as an optional augmentation to the game's mechanics for the sake of modding or adding new content to the game world. Especially in networked game environments, like multi-user domains, massively multiplayer online games, and social spaces like Second Life, the ability for the player to program not just her avatar but parts of the game world itself introduces new opportunities for creative and collaborative play. Our framework suggests a new approach to designing these a ordances for players in a way that is naturally derived from the game's existing mechanics and interface. In the spirit of celebrating the player, this year's conference theme, we wish to enable the player as a co-designer of her own game experience.
Future Work
In future work, we intend to build so ware for realizing game language designs and experimenting with protocol-based game AI developed as programs in these languages. In another direction, we aim to innovate in PL design outside of games, such as read-eval-print loops (REPLs) for live programming that includes rapid feedback loops motivated by gameplay, as well as distributed and concurrent systems that may bene t from the protocol-based approach proposed here.
CONCLUSION
We propose player intent languages, a systematic framework for applying programming language design principles to the design of player-game interfaces. We de ne this framework through simple examples of syntax (aka player intents), type systems (aka contextual interfaces) and operational semantics (aka game mechanics). We show how applying this framework to a player-game interface naturally gives rise to formal notions of play traces (as straight-line programs) and player skills (as general programs with branching and recursion). By de ning a player intent language, game design concepts become formal objects of study, allowing existing PL methodology to inform and guide the design process.
